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Most New York authorities, including many 
insurance companies and law firms, have advised that 
an employer may require an employee to substitute or 
supplement leave taken under both the Family and 
Medical Leave Act (FMLA) and New York Paid Family 
Leave (NY PFL) with accrued paid time off (vacation, 
sick, PTO) if the leave qualifies and if the employer 
has an FMLA policy requiring the substitution of paid 
leave. This interpretation is based on NY PFL 
regulation 380-6.2(c) and statements by the Worker’s 
Compensation Board in the comments to the 
regulations. 

The U.S. Department of Labor however, has 
issued regulations for FMLA that do not permit an 
employer to require an employee to use accrued paid 
time off if the leave under FMLA is otherwise paid. The 
DOL specifically prohibits an employer from requiring 
an employee to use accrued leave for FMLA that 
occurs concurrently with Worker’s Compensation or 
Disability leaves. See 29 C.F.R. 825.207(d) and (e). 
While some have suggested that this regulation 
applies only to Worker’s Compensation or disability for 
pregnancy, the only court to address this issue has 
held that any time FMLA leave is paid by another 
source, whether or not that source is the employer, 
FMLA is not unpaid and an employer may not require 
an employee to use accrued paid leave. See Repa v. 
Roadway Express, 06-2360 (7th Cir. 2007). 

In light of this conflict, it appears unlikely that an 
employer can actually require an employee to 
substitute paid PTO for NY PFL. We advise you to 
review, and, if necessary, change your PFL policy and 
practice to reflect that employers are not likely to be 
able to require an employee to use accrued paid time 
off during the period of time where PFL and FMLA run 
concurrently. 

For example, if your current policy states the following: 

In accordance with our FMLA policy, when PFL 
and FMLA leave occur at the same time, you will 
be required to use your PTO to supplement PFL 
until it is exhausted. 

We recommend changing it to: 

In accordance with our FMLA policy, when PFL 
and FMLA leave occur at the same time, you will 
be required to use your PTO to supplement PFL 
only if permitted by law. You may choose to use 
your PTO to supplement PFL. At the time you take 
leave, this option will be discussed with you. Once 
your PFL is exhausted, our FMLA policy will still 
apply and you will be required to use your PTO. 

Employers who have already charged employees 
on PFL and FMLA with loss of accrued PTO will need to 
review, and where necessary, reinstate accrued leave 
back to employees. 

Nothing prevents an employer and employee 
from agreeing to either substitute or supplement PFL 
with accrued PTO, whether the employee is also taking 
FMLA or not. Further, nothing prevents an employer 
from requiring an employee to take accrued leave for 
unpaid FMLA after the NY PFL period has expired. 

As with all matters relating to this new statute, 
changes in interpretation are inevitable. If you need 
assistance with PFL, or other legal issues affecting 
your employees, please contact Tom Conlon at 
(607) 231-6744 or via email at tconlon@hhk.com or 
John Fish at (607) 231-6712 or via email at 
jfish@hhk.com or Dawn Lanouette at (607) 231-6917 
or via email at dlanouette@hhk.com. 
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On May 22 the House passed, with broad 
bipartisan support (258-159), the Economic 
Growth, Regulatory Relief and Consumer 
Protection Act (the “Act”), in the form previously 
passed by the Senate.  President Trump signed 
the Act into law on May 24.   Last year the House 
had passed a more far-reaching reform bill, the 
Financial CHOICE Act, but that bill had no chance 
in the Senate, primarily because of Democratic 
opposition to its repeal of the Volcker Rule and 
reforms of the Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau (“CFPB”) created under the Dodd-Frank 
Act (“DFA”).  Recognizing this, House Financial 
Services Committee Chair Jeb Hensarling (R-TX), 
who is retiring from Congress at the end of the 
year, agreed to allow the Act to be voted on in the 
House without amendment, on the stipulation 
that further deregulatory measures would be 
considered later. 

While far from being a “repeal and replace” 
of the DFA, the Act nonetheless provides 
significant relief, especially for community 
financial institutions, from some of DFA’s more 
onerous requirements in three primary areas: 

1) Easing capital requirements, borrowing 
restrictions, and examination schedules for 
smaller bank holding companies (“BHCs”) and 
savings & loan holding companies (“SLHCs”) that 
meet certain requirements;  

2) Exempting most banking entities with 
less than $10 billion in assets from the Volcker 
Rule, which prohibits proprietary trading and 
imposes certain other restrictions; and 

3) Creating a “safe harbor” under the 
“ability to repay” requirement for qualifying 
banks, thrifts and credit unions and easing the 
reporting burden of smaller institutions under the 
Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (“HMDA”). 

Apart from the legislation itself, significant 
further regulatory relief may be in the offing at 
the regulatory agencies.  President Trump’s 
nominee to head the FDIC, Attorney Jelena 
Williams, now has been confirmed by the Senate 
by a bipartisan margin of 69‑27; she replaces 
Martin Gruenberg, appointed by President 
Obama, who has been an opponent of regulatory 
relief.  With Trump appointees now in place at 
the Federal Reserve (“Fed”) and the Office of the 
Comptroller of the Currency (“OCC”) as well, the 
three agencies have just released for comment 
proposed additional reforms to the Volcker Rule, 
and additional regulatory relief may be in the 
offing in the near future. 

The remainder of this alert provides some 
further detail regarding the reforms under the 
Act. 

Community Bank Relief 

In both the House and the Senate, a 
principal impetus for reform legislation was the 
recognition that the DFA imposed massive new 

compliance burdens on substantially all banking 
organizations, including those that are too small 
to have any systemic impact on the US financial 
system.  The Act addresses this in several ways: 

• Capital – banking organizations with 
less than $10 billion in assets can satisfy their 
capital requirements and be considered “well 
capitalized” with a leverage ratio of 8-10 percent, 
unless their primary regulator determines a 
higher ratio is required, thereby relieving them of 
the burden of compliance with the extensive 
requirements under the Basel risk-based capital 
framework. 

• Holding company debt - The Fed’s 
policy statement applicable to small holding 
companies currently allows them to increase 
their holding company debt levels, if their total 
assets are $1 billion or less.  The Act raises this 
threshold to $3 billion. 

• Exam frequency – likewise, the cutoff 
for allowing the exam cycle to be lengthened to 
18 months for a well-capitalized institution is 
raised from $1 billion to $3 billion. 

Volcker Rule 

The “Volcker Rule” as enacted in the DFA 
prohibits any banking entity, which includes all 
FDIC-insured banks and thrifts regardless of size 
as well as all bank and thrift holding companies, 
from engaging in “proprietary (‘prop’) trading” 
and from investing in or sponsoring certain 
hedge funds, known as “covered funds.”  The 
DFA contained an exemption from the Volcker 
Rule for asset managers that simply manage a 
fund, which is a permitted activity for banks and 
BHCs, but the exemption only applied if the 
covered fund did not share its name with the 
investment adviser.  There is little or no empirical 
evidence that prop trading caused the financial 
crisis, and in any event there is a widespread 
awareness that the Volcker Rule imposes an 
unnecessary and highly burdensome compliance 
regime on community banks, even though they 
do little or no prop trading and were not 
responsible for the crisis.  Accordingly, the Act 
softens both of these restrictions. 

• Banking entities with less than $10 
billion in total assets and total trading assets and 
liabilities that comprise no more than 5 percent 
of total assets are exempt from the Volcker Rule. 

• The “name sharing” restriction under 
the Volcker Rule’s asset management exemption 
will no longer restrict a covered fund from 
sharing a name with an investment adviser, 
provided the adviser does not share its name 
with a banking organization or use the word 
“bank” in its name. 

 

 

Mortgage Relief 

In enacting the DFA in 2010, Congress had 
determined that a principal cause of the housing 
bubble and subsequent financial crisis was that 
lenders were using lax lending standards in 
making mortgages, knowing they could then sell 
the mortgages into securitization vehicles.  
Accordingly, the DFA imposed a stringent “ability 
to repay” (“ATR”) requirement on mortgage 
lenders.  Under CFPB rules promulgated in 2013, 
a lender can comply with the ATR requirement in 
different ways, one of which is by originating a 
“Qualified Mortgage” (QM). When a lender 
originates a QM, it is presumed to have complied 
with the ATR requirement, which consequently 
reduces the lender's potential legal liability for its 
residential mortgage lending activities; but QMs 
are limited in size and must meet certain other 
requirements.  The Act provides an exemption 
from ATR for banks and other lenders under $10 
billion in assets, provided the mortgages are 
retained in their portfolio.  The presumption is 
that, since the lender will be retaining the risk on 
the loan, it will have an incentive to apply more 
conservative lending standards. 

Raising the $50 billion threshold 

The DFA as enacted mandates that all BHCs 
and SLHCs with more than $50 billion in assets 
be subjected by the Fed to “enhanced prudential 
standards.”  Immediately upon its enactment, 
the Act raises the DFA threshold of $50 billion for 
applying enhanced prudential standards.  Going 
forward, all BHCs with less than $100 billion in 
assets will now be exempt from these standards. 

Within 18 months after the Act’s enactment, 
BHCs with assets between $100 and $250 
billion will be subject to a revised framework. 

• First, the Fed will retain discretion to 
“claw back” BHCs in this category into the 
enhanced standards, if it determines this is 
necessary for safety and soundness purposes or 
to mitigate a threat to the financial system. 

• Second, the Fed will be required to 
undertake periodic “stress testing” of BHCs in 
this category to determine if they have adequate 
consolidated capital to absorb losses resulting 
from adverse economic conditions. 

We would caution that the Act is massive in 
size and contains numerous provisions not 
covered here.  We welcome inquiries from clients 
with specific concerns about how the Act might 
affect their business.  

Article written by David L. Glass, Esq. For more 

information, contact Mr. Glass at (914) 694-4102 or  

via email at dglass@hhk.com Or Nir E. Gozal, Esq. at 

(914) 694-8501 or via email at ngozal@hhk.com. 

R E G U L A T O R Y  R E L I E F  F O R  C O M M U N I T Y  B A N K S ,   
T H R I F T S  A N D  C R E D I T  U N I O N S  
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At the foundation of our Constitution are two fundamental, and 
sometimes competing, values: freedom and equality. In Masterpiece 
Cakeshop, Ltd. v. Colorado Civil Rights Commission, the Supreme Court 
of the United States was called upon to balance a private business 
owner’s religious freedom with public accommodation laws that protect 
classes of individuals in acquiring public goods and services.  

In 2012, Charlie Craig and Dave Mullins entered a Colorado bakery 
and advised its owner, Jack Phillips, that they were interested in ordering 
a cake for “our wedding.” Phillips is a devout Christian, who believes that 
“God’s intention for marriage . . . should be the union of one man and 
one woman.” Accordingly, Phillips informed the couple that he does not 
“create” wedding cakes for same-sex weddings.  

The couple thereafter filed a charge with the Colorado Civil Rights 
Commission, alleging discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation in 
violation of the Colorado Anti-Discrimination Act. The Commission 
determined that the shop’s actions violated the Act and ruled in the 
couple’s favor. The Colorado state courts affirmed the Commission’s 
ruling, and the Supreme Court agreed to hear the case. On June 4, 
2018, in a 7-2 decision authored by Justice Kennedy, the Court ruled in 
favor of the baker.  

The Court began its legal analysis by recognizing the well-settled 
constitutionality of neutral “public accommodation laws.” States may 
enact such laws to prohibit business owners from denying protected 
persons, who are believed to be targets of discrimination, equal access 
to goods and services. The Colorado Anti-Discrimination Act provides 
that it is unlawful to refuse or deny the full and equal enjoyment of 
goods and services “because of disability, race, creed, color, sex, sexual 
orientation, marital status, national origin, or ancestry” in any “place of 
public accommodation.”1  To the Court, there was no question that 
“Colorado law can protect gay persons, just as it can protect other 
classes of individuals, in acquiring whatever products and services they 
choose on the same terms and conditions as are offered to other 
members of the public.” 

Yet the issue in Masterpiece Cakeshop was the Court’s 
determination that Colorado did not provide Phillips with a “neutral and 
respectful consideration” of his claims to freedom of religion and 
speech. On the contrary, the Court determined that the Colorado Civil 
Rights Commission exhibited a “clear and impermissible hostility 
towards sincere religious beliefs.”  

In support of this conclusion, the Court cited a statement from a 
Colorado Civil Rights Commissioner, who stated during a public hearing 
that Phillips can believe “‘what he wants to believe,’ but cannot act on 
his religious beliefs ‘if he decides to do business in the state.’” The Court 
cited another example from a subsequent public hearing, where another 
Commissioner stated: 

“I would also like to reiterate what we said in the hearing or 
the last meeting. Freedom of religion and religion has been 
used to justify all kinds of discrimination throughout history, 
whether it be slavery, whether it be the holocaust, whether it 
be—I mean, we—we can list hundreds of situations where 
freedom of religion has been used to justify discrimination. 
And to me it is one of the most despicable pieces of rhetoric 
that people can use to—to use their religion to hurt others.” 

The Court determined that describing Phillips’ faith as “one of the 
most despicable pieces of rhetoric that people can use” undoubtedly 
disparaged his religion. The Court concluded that Colorado’s 
adjudication of these claims “was neither tolerant nor respectful of 
Phillips’ religious beliefs,” and violated the State’s obligation under the 

First Amendment to “fair and neutral enforcement of Colorado’s anti-
discrimination law.”  

Furthermore, the Court stated that the Colorado Civil Rights 
Commission was inconsistent. The Court noted that the Commission, in 
at least three other cases, found that bakers acted lawfully when they 
refused to create cakes that demeaned gay people or gay marriage. The 
Court reasoned that the disparity in treatment between these three 
cases and Phillips’ case demonstrated a hostility by the Commission 
towards Phillips’ beliefs. 

In summary, Masterpiece Cakeshop was a narrow ruling, which did 
not weaken the well-settled right of states to enact neutral “public 
accommodation laws” that maintain the rights of protected classes of 
people to access public goods and services. Ultimately the conclusion to 
take away from this case is that in adjudicating and enforcing such laws, 
States must be neutral and respectful of an individual’s religious beliefs. 

__________________ 
1 New York’s counterpart to the Colorado Anti-Discrimination Act is the New York Human 

Rights Law, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of "age, race, creed, color, 
national origin, sexual orientation, military status, sex, marital status or disability" in 
employment, housing, education, credit, and access to public accommodations. 
(Executive Law §§ 291, 296-a). 

 

Article written by Jeffrey A. Jaketic, Esq.  For more information, contact Mr. Jaketic 

at (607) 231-6742 or via email at jjaketic@hhk.com. 

H A V I N G  Y O U R  E Q U A L I T Y  A N D  R E L I G I O U S  F R E E D O M  T O O  –   
S U P R E M E  C O U R T  N A R R O W L Y  H O L D S   

T H A T  C O L O R A D O  M U S T  R E S P E C T  R E L I G I O U S  F R E E D O M  I N  E N F O R C I N G   
A N T I - D I S C R I M I N A T O R Y  P U B L I C  A C C O M M O D A T I O N  L A W  

 
C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S !  

Andria R. Adigwe and Corey R. Barklow (left to right)  
 

Congratulations to the Winners of the first ever HH&K Heptathlon! 
Truly they are the greatest athletes at HH&K. 
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P R O U D  T O  A N N O U N C E  

Daniel H. Roseman, Esq. 

Daniel Roseman joined the Firm as Special Counsel in 
our White Plains, New York Office. His practice focuses 
primarily on general civil Litigation where he handles a 
variety of matters ranging from contractual disputes to 
mass tort and products liability actions. Daniel also 
counsels clients in Corporate Law and General Business 
Representation, drafting and negotiating contracts and 
insulating businesses from general liability. 

Prior to starting at Hinman, Howard & Kattell, Daniel worked as an attorney 
at Boies Schiller Flexner LLP in the field of complex civil litigation. 
Previously, he served as in-house counsel at a start-up company, 
overseeing all legal operations of a developing business in the sports and 
entertainment industry. 

Daniel serves as an advisory board member for a number of companies, 
consulting with them on legal matters as well as strategic business 
development. He also serves on the board of directors of the Children’s 
Dream Foundation, striving to improve pediatric health care throughout the 
Hudson Valley. 

Linda B. Johnson, Esq. 

Partner Linda B. Johnson was awarded the Kimberly A 
Troisi-Paton Leadership Award by the Capital District 
Women’s Bar Association. 

The Capital District Women’s Bar Association recognizes 
Attorney Johnson for her enduring commitment to the 
CDWBA and the community through consistent 
leadership, perseverance, and selfless dedication to the 
greater good.  Recipients of the award are seen as 
“unsung heroes” who lead by example and whose 
contributions provide sustainability to the CDWBA, to the 
community and to women in general.  Linda’s volunteer 
and community activities are balanced with devotion to 
family and friends, and her impact is far greater than 
she expected it to be. 

Ms. Johnson’s practice focus on construction, 
commercial and personal injury litigation. 

Nir E. Gozal, Esq. 

Nir E. Gozal was appointed as Counsel and Member of 
the Board of Governors to the Westchester County 
Bankers Association. 

Mr. Gozal is a member of the Banking & Financial 
Services Practice Group and is Special Counsel in our 
White Plains office. His practice focuses on advising 
banks and other financial institutions on regulatory 
compliance and matters involving federal and state 
regulatory agencies. Nir has unique expertise in BSA/
AML/OFAC and consumer compliance, and has 
represented financial institutions, their boards of 
directors, and executive officers in challenging 
conclusions in reports of examination and contesting 
enforcement actions. In addition, he provides ongoing 
counsel to bank boards of directors, executives, and 
compliance officers. 

 

Andria R. Adigwe, Esq. 

Attorney Andria Adigwe has assumed the position of 
Executive Editor of the New York State Bar 
Association’s International Law Practicum. The 
Practicum is the State Bar Association’s premier 
resource that reports and provides guidance on legal 
issues and trends in international and transactional 
business law practice. Read across the world, this 
semi-annual publication features articles by practicing 
lawyers, including in such areas as international trade, 
licensing, direct investment, finance, taxation, 
litigation and dispute resolution.  The upcoming 
Summer Publication is on Blockchain, Cryptocurrency 
and Initial Coin Offerings and features will be 
published at the end of July 2018. The editors of the 
Practicum would like to thank Hinman Howard & 
Kattell’s Summer Associates Aaron Records, Matt 
Venuti and Christina Graziadei for their valuable 
contribution to the Summer Publication.  

Attorney Adigwe has recently also been appointed to 
the Co-Chairpersonship of the Broome County Bar 
Association’s Young Lawyers Committee. 

C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S !  

A beautiful evening at the Binghamton Philharmonic’s ‘Pops on the River,’  
that took place in Downtown Binghamton on July 19, 2018! 
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On May 14 of this year, the U.S. Supreme Court issued an 
important decision in favor of the power granted to the individual states 
under the U.S. Constitution. The subject of this decision was sports 
wagering. The tangled background of this issue should be summarized.  

In 1992, Congress adopted the Professional Sports Protection Act 
(“PASPA”) which prohibits states from authorizing sports gambling. It 
should be noted that existing state laws generally prohibited sports 
betting at that time. PASPA granted New Jersey the sole one-year option 
to establish sports betting in the New Jersey casinos to bolster the 
Atlantic City economy. Ironically, New Jersey failed to approve casino 
sports betting until 2012, well beyond its one year limitation! Upon that 
approval, the four major professional sports leagues and the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) sued New Jersey for violating the 
PASPA rule and New Jersey’s efforts were blocked by a lower federal 
court decision which the Supreme Court refused to review.1 

In 2014, New Jersey tried again to help its casinos and race tracks, 
enacting a new law that repealed all of its laws which previously had 
prohibited sports betting in casinos and racetracks. Again, the 
professional sports leagues and the NCAA sued to block the New Jersey 
law permitting gambling as a violation of PASPA. The lower federal 
courts once again ruled against New Jersey’s efforts to establish casino 
sports betting. The state of New Jersey’s second appeal to the U.S. 
Supreme Court was accepted for Supreme Court review and scheduled 
for argument in 2017. On May 14, 2018 the Supreme Court relied on 
the 10th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution to reverse the lower 
court’s decision and ruled that the PASPA legislation in 1992 was 
improperly “commandeering” a state to enforce a federal policy not 
granted to the federal government under the Constitution. The Supreme 
Court noted that the U.S. Constitution did not deprive a state from 
enacting its own gambling policy.2 With this decision, the Supreme Court 
clears the path for all states to allow and regulate sports betting within 
each state.3 

New York’s Response 

Political leaders in many states have been actively planning for the 
expected legalization of sports betting for many years. In 2013, New 
York passed legislation to legalize sports betting in the state’s new 
commercial casinos once the existing federal prohibition was repealed, 
as widely expected. Promptly after the Supreme Court agreed to review 
this issue last year, a number of states began active preparation for 
implementing sports gambling in anticipation of a favorable Supreme 
Court decision. New York’s neighbors in New Jersey, Pennsylvania and 
Connecticut each passed legislation to permit sports gambling to be 
effective if the Supreme Court’s decision in May was favorable for 
gambling. Many other states across the country have proposed new 
legislation which will be approved in the near future. 

In New York, the Senate Racing, Gaming and Wagering Committee 
has drafted proposed legislation for the New York State Senate to 
consider as an amendment to the previously adopted New York state 
law, which only would permit casino sports betting at some future time. 
The new Senate amendment would add horse racing tracks, off-track 
betting locations and tribal casinos as potential new sports gambling 
locations. Under the new legislation, to place a bet a person must be 
either in the casino or other licensed facility within New York or place a 
bet through electronic communication accessed by a smart phone, 
other mobile device or computer. The electronic communication 
provider must have an agreement with the sponsoring casino to provide 
this service. This new legislation would prohibit minors (under 21), 
casino contractors and employees, athletes, team employees, officials 
of sports leagues, referees, sports agents and all of their respective 
families from betting on sports. There would be no betting on high 
school sports, but college sports betting would be permitted unless the 
NCAA objects. Betting would not only be permitted on the outcome of a 
game, but also, will permit betting on individual “in play” events during a 
game. For example, so called “in play” events could include who will be 

the high scorer in a basketball game; will a particular player hit a home 
run in a baseball game; who will score the first touchdown in a football 
game and a myriad of other possibilities during a game. 

To facilitate betting on such “in play” events, the legislation would 
permit betting booths or kiosks at casinos, race tracks or off track 
betting locations. Bettors who have established a mobile wagering 
account through a casino may use their phone to place a bet. 

In order to induce professional and collegiate sports teams and 
their sport governing leagues to accept betting, the governing bodies 
will be entitled to share a fee of up to one fifth (.20) of one percent of 
the total amount waged on their sports event. This fee is categorized as 
an “integrity fee” to compensate the sports leagues for their expenses 
in policing the internal enforcement of the sports betting rules.4  These 
payments will be funded by required payments from casinos to a new 
State Commission which will administer sports betting. The sports 
governing leagues would be required to submit proof of their 
enforcement of rules to preserve the integrity of wagering. The leagues 
will work with New York State Police which will establish a new division 
to prevent corruption in the sports wagering system. The state’s new 
regulatory Commission will cooperate with other states to share 
information to facilitate the integrity of the wagering procedures 
including the creation of a shared database. In addition to existing 
criminal penalties, the Senate’s proposal would impose civil penalties of 
up to $100,000 for each person found in violation of offering 
unauthorized sports wagering. Casinos and their affiliated parties would 
be subject to fines of up to $5,000 for each violation of a required 
procedure established by this legislation. 

The New York State Assembly has also been working on its own 
version of new legislation, which has some differences from the 
Senate’s legislation which must be resolved by the legislative process 
before any ultimate approval from Governor Cuomo.  

The New York State Assembly proposed its compromise 
amendments to the State Senate legislation on June 5, 2018.5 These 
amendments seek to clarify certain technical wording in the Senate’s 
proposal and add certain new provisions. For example, all casinos 
offering sports betting must submit a detailed annual financial report to 
the new State sport gaming commission (Commission). The Commission 
will collect the “integrity fee” from casinos and will then share this fee 
with the professional and collegiate leagues or their governing bodies 
on a pro rata basis. The proposed amendments from the State 
Assembly also would clearly require all casinos in the state to pay a new 
tax to the State equal to 8.5% of the sports wagering gross revenue 
calculated after successful betters have been paid. This will provide 
significant new revenue to the State each year from the state’s casinos. 
All casinos will have the additional opportunity to offer on-site wagering 
on horse races pursuant to the operation of the State’s off-track betting 
corporation. All employees at sports betting locations must be licensed 
by New York State to work there if their duties are involved with the 
betting process. 

 

1 See National Collegiate Athletic Assn v. Christie 

2 Murphy et al. v. National Collegiate Athletic Association et al. 
3 Delaware is reported to have commenced sports betting on June 5, 2018 and New 

Jersey’s legislative approved sports betting on June 7 and was approved by the New 
Jersey Governor on June 11. See N. Corasaniti, NY Times, June 8, 2018. 

4 S.7900 Needless to say, this “integrity fee” for sports leagues has transformed their 
earlier opposition to sports betting into active support for legalization of betting. 

5 See NY S07900, General Assembly Amendment 6/5/2018. 
6 The governing bodies of professional or collegiate sports may request the Commission to 

exclude or restrict wagering on its events. The Commission will consider such requests 
and make a decision based on the circumstances. This decision may be appealed. See 
Section 14 of the General Assembly Amendment, 6/5/2018. 

7 It should be noted that “fantasy sports” are excluded from this legislation as long as no 
wagering is involved. 

R E A D Y  F O R  L E G A L I Z E D  S P O R T S  B E T T I N G ?  
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A health care proxy is a legal document that appoints a person 
to make any and all health care decisions on your behalf in the event 
you are unable to do so yourself. Many people would be surprised to 
learn that, under New York law, your proxy may not make decisions 
regarding artificial nutrition and hydration unless your proxy knows 
your wishes or your wishes can be reasonably ascertained. Therefore, 
you must make your wishes as to these procedures known to your 
proxy and successor proxies either orally or in writing in advance. We 
would of course suggest that your wishes concerning artificial 
nutrition and hydration be in writing so it is easier for your proxies to 
establish your intent. 

If you do not have a health care proxy, New York law dictates 
who can make health care decisions on your behalf when you are 
unable to do so. This person is called your surrogate. The order of 
priority as to who can act as surrogate is: (1) legal guardian, (2) 
spouse or domestic partner, (3) adult children, (4) parent, (5) adult 
siblings, (6) close friend.  If your surrogate decides to withdraw or 
refuse artificial nutrition and hydration, a court or an ethics review 
committee must decide whether the surrogate’s decision meets the 
legal standards set forth under New York law.   

We recommend signing a health care proxy. It allows you to 
decide who can make health care decisions on your behalf and 
allows you to set your own standards for when to withhold or 
withdrawal treatment, rather than the default standards set forth 
under New York law. We also recommend that your health care proxy 
include language authorizing your health care proxy to make 
decisions regarding artificial nutrition and hydration and the 
circumstances under which you would not want artificial nutrition and 
hydration.  

Article written by Alexandra N. Sullivan, Esq. For more information,  

contact Ms. Sullivan at (607) 231-6753 or via email at asullivan@hhk.com. 
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Circular 230 Disclosure:  Any federal tax advice included in this communication (including any 
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(i) avoiding US federal tax-related penalties or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another 
party any tax-related matter addressed herein. 

Attorney Advertising.  Prior Results Do not Guarantee a Similar Outcome. 
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It is clear that the legislation will permit bettors to establish only 
one personal account for wagering through a casino to be accessed by 
a mobile phone or computer. Facilities which support mobile sports 
betting must adopt appropriated safeguards to prohibit minors from 
betting and provide parental control procedures with cooperation from 
the providers of the electronic communication service. 

Although the current legislation proposed by the New York State 
Senate is similar to legislation being adopted in other states, the New 
York Assembly and the Governor were not able to reach a final 
compromise with the State Senate before the adjournment of the 
current session of the Legislature on June 20. Governor Cuomo stated 
his belief that more study of this legislation will be needed, and it 
seemed there was a lack of urgency in the New York Assembly to 
pursue this proposal before the end of this legislative session. This 
legislation will be presented when the legislature meets in September, 
2018. 

Of course, professional and collegiate leagues see many financial 
advantages from legalized sports betting and have not voiced 
significant objections since the recent Supreme Court opinion. In early 
June, former New York Yankee Managers Joe Torre and Joe Girardi 
visited Albany to meet with legislators to support this legislation on 
behalf of Major League Baseball. Representatives of the New York 
Knicks and New York Mets also visited Albany to support the new 
legislation.  

The expected financial benefits for the states and sport leagues 
which will share in this new bonanza is difficult to predict. The 
professional and amateur sports leagues, and their respective teams, 
will share additional millions of dollars based on volume of sports 
betting in each sport.8 

One remaining question is whether the professional leagues and 
amateur sports associations, like the NCAA, will be able to preserve 
the long term integrity of the games from the threat of corruption, 
once legalized sports wagering is implemented. 

Article written by Ralph K. Kessler, Esq. For more information, contact Mr. Kessler 

at (914) 694-4102 or via email at rkessler@hhk.com. 

8 Some estimate that the national sports betting in the illegal market is $150 billion each 
year., See N. Corasaniti, NY Times, June 8, 2018. Senator Bonacic has estimated that 
the State will receive between $10 and $30 million in revenue each year. See 
legislature history of NY S07900C. 
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